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Let R, S be orders in a quotient ring Q. The rings R and S are said to be 
equivalent if there exist units a, b, c, d E Q such that aSb G R and cRd E S. 
The ring R is called a maximal order if there is no order in Q equivalent to 
R and strictly containing R. Maximal orders have been extensively studied 
when Q is a simple Artinian ring [MR]. In this paper we investigate the 
structure of R when R is Noetherian maximal order in an Artinian ring Q. 
Our main result (Theorem 2.7) is that R is expressible as a direct sum of 
prime rings and a ring S which contains no reflexive ideals other than S 
itself. We give examples in Section 4 to show that S need not be prime or 
Artinian ring. However, when R is assumed in addition to be fully bounded, 
S can be shown to be Artinian (Corollary 2.8, [HR, Theorem 3.31). 
In Section 3 we look at reflexive ideals of a maximal order. Using our 
decomposition theorem we show in Corollary 3.5 that if T # R is a reflexive 
ideal of a ring R which is a maximal order in an Artinian ring then the ring 
R/T has a quotient ring Q where Q is an Artinian principal ideal ring. This 
extends a result of Chamarie [C2, Proposition 1.31. 
1. DEFINITION, CONVENTIONS AND NOTATION 
All rings will be assumed to have identity element. Unless otherwise stated 
conditions will be assumed to hold on both sides of the ring. If A is an ideal 
of R, g(A) will denote the set {c E R ( [c + A] is a regular element of the 
ring R/A}. Thus G?(O) is the set of all regular elements ofR. 
Let R be an order in a quotient ring Q. A subset I of Q is called an R- 
ideal if 
(i) I is an R -R bimodule; 
(ii) Z contains a unit of Q; 
(iii) there exist units u, v E Q such that UZG R and Zu c R. 
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For an R-ideal I, define fle(Z) = (q E Q 1 qZ c I) and p%(Z) = 
{q E Q ] Zq E Z}. It is easily seen (e.g., as in [MR, Proposition 3.1, p. 71) that 




since R is a maximal order. Thus the definition of I* is left-right symmetric 
and I* is an R-ideal. Note also that Z* * 2 Z and if Z g R then Z* * g R. 
DEFINITION. Z is a reflexive R-ideal if Z** = I. An R-ideal T contained 
in R is invertible if T*T = TT” = R. Clearly an invertible ideal is reflexive. 
When the term reflexive ideal is applied to two-sided ideals of R it will be 
understood that these are R-ideals. Note that a prime ideal P of a right 
Noetherian ring R is minimal if and only if P ~7 O(N) = 0 where N is the 
nilpotent radical [CH, Theorem 1.251. Thus when R has an Artinian 
quotient ring non-minimal primes of R are R-ideals. 
A multiplicatively closed subset 9 of R is called a right Ore set if given 
a E R, s E 9 there exist a, E R, s1 E 9 such that as, = sa,. When 9 is an 
Ore set, T=(xERIxs=O for some sE9’} is an ideal ofR. When R is 
Noetherian the elements [s + T], s E 9, become regular in R/T and these 
can be inverted to form the localisation R,. When P is a prime ideal and 
Y = g(P), following standard usage we denote R wc’(p, by R,. If T is an ideal 
of R then TR, is an ideal of R, and TRY= R,T. 
Let R be a ring with Jacobson radial J. The ring R is said to be semi-local 
if R/J is semi-simple Artinian, and local if R/J is simple Artinian. 
If R is Noetherian, H is a semi-prime (prime) ideal of R and R, exists 
then R,, is a semi-local (local) ring with Jacobson radical HR,,. 
A prime ideal P has rank M if P strictly contains a chain of n primes but 
none longer. 
Let R be a Noetherian ring and consider the set .Y = (b(X) / X non-zero 
ideal of R }. The maximal elements of 9 are prime ideals called the maximal 
right annihilator primes of R. It is well known that 9 is a non-empty finite 
set. 
2. THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
We begin with results known in the prime case stated in our more general 
context. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let R be a Noetherian maximal order in an Artinian ring. 
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(i) A maximal reflexive ideal of R is a prime ideal. 
(ii) If P is a rejlexive prime ideal of R then g(P) is an Ore set. 
ProoJ (i) See [CS, Theorem 1.61. 
(ii) This follows the same way as in [Cl] or (MR, Corollaire 2.14, 
p. 761. For convenience we sketch a proof. Let PC”) denote Goldie’s nth 
symbolic power of P. It can be checked that for each n, [ P(“’ ] * PC”’ @ P but 
[PCk)] * PC” E P whenever k < n. Let E be a right ideal of R. Then there 
exists an integer s such that 
T (Enp(k))[p(k)]* = F’ (Enp(k))[p(k)]*. 
k=l kril 
Hence [EnPP’S)](P(S)]* SC,,;\ (EnP’k’)[P(k)]*. Therefore (EnP’“‘] 
[PCS’] * PCS) E J?ilir (En P(k))[P(k)] * PCS) E EP. A standard method (see, 
e.g., (CH, Chap. 111) now shows that F(P) is an Ore set. 
We fix the following notation for the rest of the section. 
Notation. Let P be a prime ideal of a Noetherian ring R. We number the 
minimal primes P, , P, ,..., P, of R so that there exists an integer k with 
Pi2P for l<i<k and Pi@P for k+l<i<n. Let ,Y=@(P)n 
F(Pk+,)n . . . ng(P,>. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let R be a Noetherian ring with an Artinian quotient ring. 
Let P be a prime ideal of R. If S??(P) is an Ore set then so is .4c; and R y is a 
semi-local ring containing R. 
Proof: Let i be an integer such that 1 < i < k. Define T = (r E R / rc E Pi 
for some c E g(P)}. Since G?(P) is an Ore set, T is an ideal of R. If T& Pi 
then there exists an element t E T with t E F(Pi). Now tb E Pi for some 
b E g(P) by definition of T. Thus b E Pi c P, which is a contradiction. 
Hence TG Pi and it follows that g(P) c V(Pi) for each i; 1 < i < k. 
Therefore .4” z g(Pl) n . . . n %?(P,) = g(N) where N is the nilpotent 
radical or R. As R has an Artinian quotient ring this implies that 9 g F(O). 
Now let a E R, s E Y. Since p(P) is an Ore set and s E g(P) there exist 
a,ER and zEg(P) with az=sa,. Since R has a quotient ring and 
s E g(O) there exist a, E R and d E 5?(O) with ad = sa,. Let I = zR + dR. 
We have In g(P) # 0 and we also have In @(Pi) # 0 since q(O) & G?(PJ. 
Hence by [CH, Lemma 13.41, In .iv’ # 0. Let t E In 9. Then t = 
zx, + dx, for some xi, x2 E R. Hence at = azxl + adx, = sa,xl + sazxz = 
s[a,x,+azxz]. Thus .ic is an Ore set. SinceY=V(P)n5Y(P,+,)n... n 
V(P,) c g(O) it is easily seen that R Y is a semi-local ring containing R. fl 
We have proved the above lemma in the form that meets our requirements. 
It can clearly be generalised to taste. 
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2.3. THEOREM. Let R be a Noetherian ring with an Artinian quotient 
ring Q. Let P be a prime ideal of R such that S?(P) is an Ore set. Then the 
ring R, has an Artinian quotient ring. Moreovoer, when P is not a minimal 
prime the quotient ring of R, is a direct summand of Q. 
Proof: It is easily seen that R, is an Artinian ring when P is a minimal 
prime. Thus assume that P is not minimal. Label the minimal primes 
p, 7 p, ,-*a, P,ofRsuchthatP,cPfor 1<i<kandP,$CPfork+l,<i<n. 
Let ,Y=~(P)nF(P,+,)n . . . n @(P,,) and form the semi-local partial 
quotient ring R,y as in Lemma 2.2. If k = n then F(P) c g(O) and we have 
R c R, c Q. In this case Q is the quotient ring of R, and the result follows. 
So assume k # n. Now for i > k + 1, P,R,, is a minimal prime of R p such 
that R,,/P,R, is simple Artinian. Let A denote the Artinian radical of the 
ring R,,. By [CH, Lemma 4.101, A # 0 and by [GMl, Theorem lo] or [CH, 
Theorem 4.141, A is a direct summand of R ?. Let R y = A 0 B, where B is 
an ideal of R,, . Now not all prime ideals of R,, are maximal. Thus R F is 
not Artinian and so B # 0. We shall now show that B z R,. 
By [CH, Lemma 4.101, A S& PiR,, for k + 1 < i < n. Thus A S: PR,,, and so 
PR,, = A @ (B n PR,). Hence B/(B n PR,,) g R ?/PR,, and B/(B n PR,,) 
is simple Artinian. It is easy to see that elements of gB(PR,:, n B) are units 
in B. Thus B is a local ring with Jacobson radical PR,, n B. Now the set T 
defined by (XC R 1 xc= 0 for some c E g(P)} is an ideal of R. Since 
A G PR,,, BgPR,, and so BnR@P, But (AnR)(BnR)=O. Therefore 
A n R G T. Conversely Td = 0 for some d E g(P). Hence TdB = 0 and so 
TB = 0 since d is a sum of an element of A and a unit of B. Thus T E A f’ R 
and so T = A n R. Therefore R/T embeds in B and it is easily seen that B is 
obtained by localising R/T at the prime ideal P/T. Clearly the quotient ring 
of B is a direct summand of Q. 1 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let R be a Noetherian maximal order in an Artinian 
ring. Let P be a non-minimal prime such that g(P) is an Ore set. Then R, is 
a maximal order in an Artinian ring. If P is a reflexive ideal then so is PR,. 
Our next result can be viewed as a generalisation of [HL, Proposition 1.31. 
It has been extended further to non-Noetherian rings by Larkin [L]. 
The term principal ideal ring will mean a ring in which every one-sided 
ideal is principal. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let R be Noetherian local ring with Jacobson radical 
J. Suppose that R J and JR are both projective. Then R is a prime principal 
ideal ring. 
Proo$ It is enough to show that R is a prime ring since the rest follows 
from [HL, Proposition 1.31. Since R is local, there exists a projective right 
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module P, and a projective left module P, such that every finitely generated 
projective right (resp. left) module is a finite direct sum of copies of P, 
(resp. Pz) [CH, Corollary 10.31. Since e(R) = 0 and RR is projective we have 
t(P2) = 0. Now R J is also projective and thus t(J) = 0. It follows that J is an 
essential right ideal of R. But we have R % P, @ ... @P, (m-times) and 
JzP,@ ... BP, (n-times) for some integers m and n. Counting the 
uniform dimensions of R and J we must have JE R. 
Thus J= CR with a(c) = 0. Similarly J = Rd for some d E R. Let P be a 
minimal prime ideal of R. Then P f J since c E J and h(c) = 0. Therefore 
c E V(P). Hence we have P = cP. Therefore P = JP and so P= 0 by 
Nakayama’s Lemma. 
Thus R is a prime ring. 1 
We can now prove 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let R be a Noetherian maximal order in an Artinian 
ring Q. Suppose also that R is an indecomposable ring. If R contains a 
reflexive R-ideal (#R) then R is a prime ring. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.1 (i) R contains a reflexive prime, P, say. By [HR, 
Lemma 3.11 Q is also an indecomposable ring. Hence the ring R,, of 
Lemma 2.2 must be indecomposable so P must contain all the minimal 
primes of R. Thus we have R G R, G Q. 
By Corollary 2.4, R, is a maximal order and PR, is a reflexive ideal. 
Now (PR,)” PR, is an ideal of R, and contains PR,. Thus (PR,)* PR, 
equals either R, or PR,. But (PR,)*(PR,) = PR, implies that (PR,)* = R, 
since R, is a maximal order. This is a contradiction since PR, is reflexive. 
Thus (PR,)*(PR,) = (PR,)(PR,)* = R, and PR, is an invertible ideal. 
Hence by the dual basis lemma, PR, is projective. Thus by Proposition 2.5, 
R, is a prime ring. 1 
Thus we have proved 
2.7. THEOREM. Let R be a Noetherian maximal order in an Artinian 
ring. Then R = R , @ R z @ . . . @ R, @ S where R , ,..., R, are prime rings 
and S is a ring which contains no reflexive ideals other than S itselj 
An example of a ring of type S which is neither prime nor Artinian itself 
is given in Section 4. 
2.8. COROLLARY [HR, Theorem 3.31. Let R be a fully bounded 
Noetherian ring which is a maximal order in an Artinian ring. Then R is a 
direct sum of prime rings and an Artinian ring. 
ProoJ: It suffices to show that the ring S in Theorem 2.7 is Artinian 
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when it is fully bounded. Let c be a regular element of S and let B be the 
largest ideal contained in cS. By [HR, Lemma 3.21, B is an R-ideal and it is 
easily seen that B is reflexive. Thus B = cS = S and S is its own quotient 
ring. It follows that S is Artinian. I 
3. REFLEXIVE IDEALS 
We begin by studying the annihilator primes of reflexive ideals. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let R be a Noetherian maximal order in an Artinian ring. 
Let T # R be a reflexive ideal of R. Then in the ring R/T every maximal 
right annihilator prime is a maximal left annihilator prime and conversely. 
Proof: Let P be a prime ideal containing T. Suppose that there exists an 
ideal X @ T with XP c T. Then T*XP c R. Since R is a maximal order we 
have PT*X c R. Thus PT*XT E T. Clearly T*XT z R. Also T*XT C$ T 
since R is a maximal order and T is reflexive. 
Thus a maximal right annihilator prime of R/T has a non-zero right 
annihilator and hence lies in a maximal left annihilator prime. The rest 
follows. I 
Thus when R and T are as above, we may unambiguously speak of the 
maximal annihilator primes of R/T. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let T # R be a rejlexive ideal of a Noetherian maximal 
order in an Artinian ring R. Let P 1 T be a prime ideal of R such that P/T 
has non-zero annihilator in R/T. Then 
(i) P** = P, 
(ii) rank P = 1 and in particular P/T is a minimal prime of R/T. 
Proof (i) There exists an ideal X of R with X @ T such that XPG T. 
This implies that T*XPE R and T*X $ R. Thus P* #R. Now P**P* G R 
and so P**(P*P) G P. Hence P** GPorP*PGPsincebothlieinR.AsR 
is a maximal order, P*P G P implies that P* = R, which is a contradiction. 
Thus P” * = P. 
(ii) Let X be a prime ideal of R such that X contains a regular element 
and X G P. Then P*X c R. Now P(P*X) s X. Since X is a prime ideal we 
have P G X or P*X c X. Now X is an R-ideal so P*X G X implies that 
P* = R which is a contradiction by (i). 
Thus X = P. It follows that rank P = 1. 1 
The fact in our next theorem that R/T has an Artinian quotient ring has 
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been proved by Chamarie [C2, Proposition 1.31 under chain conditions 
weaker than Noetherian. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let R be a prime Noetherian maximal order. Let T# R 
be a reflexive ideal of R. Then the ring R/T has a quotient ring Q where Q is 
an Artinian principal ideal ring. 
Proof. (a) We shall first show that R/T has an Artinian quotient ring. 
Let P, , P, ,..., P, be prime ideals of R containing T such that 
P,/T, P,/T,..., P,/T is the set of all maximal annihilator primes of R/T. By 
Lemma 3.2 and [MR, Corollaire 2.14, p. 761, R has the Ore condition with 
respect to 5F(Pi). Let H = n;= i Pi. Then V(H) = or= I G?(Pi) and applying 
[CH, Lemma 13.41 it follows that R has the Ore condition with respect 
to p(H). 
Define X = (x E R / xc E T for some c E SF’(H)}. Since R has the right Ore 
condition with respect to g(H), the set X is an ideal of R. Further since RX 
is finitely generated, there exists d E g(H) such that Xd G T. If X Y$ T this 
would force d E Pi for some i. This is a contradiction since d E SF(H) C_ 
V(Pi). It follows that SF(H) E g(T). 
Now let P be a prime ideal minimal over T. If P @ Pi for all i then 
Pf3 SF(P,) # 0 for all i. Therefore by (CH, Lemma 13.41, P n SF(H) # 0. 
Thus Pn G?(T) # 0. By [CH, Theorem 1.251 this is a contradiction since P 
is minimal over T. Thus P z Pj for some j. But by Lemma 3.2, Pj is minimal 
over T. Hence P = Pj. We have shown that P, , P, ,..., P, are precisely the 
primes minimal over T and that H/T is the nilpotent radical of R/T. We 
have E’(H) 2 E(T) and so by Small’s criterion [S, Theorem 2.1 I], R/T has 
an Artinian quotient ring. 
(b) As shown above we may form the partial quotient rings 
4,) Rp2,..., R,” and R,. Since R is prime these are over-rings of R. By [MR, 
Proposition 2.1, p. 691 these are maximal orders and a similar argument 
shows that TRpi is a reflexive ideal of R,.. Let R,,= S, PiRp.= J and 
TRpi = V. Since Pi is minimal over T it follows that J”‘G V for some n > 1. 
Choose n to be the smallest possible. Suppose J* = S. Then V*J” G S so 
V*J”-’ CI J* = S which implies J”-’ G V, a contradiction. Thus J* # S. 
Therefore J*J# J since S is a maximal order. Thus as in Proposition 2.6, J 
is an invertible ideal of S. Thus by [HL, Proposition 1.31, S = R,, is a 
hereditary ring. 
Now R, is a prime Noetherian semi-local ring with maximal ideals P, R,, 
P,R,,..., P,R,. Clearly R, is localisable at P,R, and (RH)PPH = R,,!. Hence 
by [HL, Theorem 2.61 R, is an Asano order and it follows as m [HL, 
Proposition 1.31 that R, is a hereditary ring. Let Q(R/T) denote the quotient 
ring of R/T. We have already shown that Q(H) G Q(T) and since the Pi/T 
are annihilators of R/T we have g’(T) s @Y(H). The equality G?(T) = SF(H) 
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yields the isomorphism Q(R/7’) z R,/TR,. By [ER, Theorem 1.3, 
Corollary 3.41, R,/TR, is an Artinian principal ideal ring. 1 
It is worth pointing out the following which is implicit in part (a) of the 
proof above. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let R be a Noetherian prime maximal order. Let 
T # R be a reflexive ideal. If P is a prime minimal over T then rank P = 1. 
From our decomposition theorem 2.7 it also follows that 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let R be a Noetherian maximal order in an Artinian 
ring. Let T # R be a rejlexive ideal. Then R/T has a quotient ring Q where 
Q is an Artinian principal ideal ring. 
4. EXAMPLES 
It is clear from Theorem 2.7 that reflexive ideals play an important part in 
the theory of maximal orders with an Artinian quotient ring. However, most 
known examples of Noetherian maximal orders which contain rank 1 primes 
have reflexive ideals. In 4.4 we give an example of an indecomposable 
Noetherian maximal order in an Artinian ring which is neither prime nor 
Artinian and which contains rank 1 prime ideals none of which is reflexive 
(or localisable). 
4.1 [HR, Example 4.11. Let S be a simple Noetherian integral domain 
which is not a division ring. Then the ring R = S[x]/(x*) where x is a 
commuting indeterminate is an indecomposable Noetherian maximal order in 
an Artinian ring. Clearly R is neither prime nor itself Artinian. 
4.2 (Chatters). Let A be a simple, Noetherian domain which is not a 
division ring. Then R = [ “, 1 ] is easily seen to be a maximal order in [ f g ] 
where D is the quotient division ring ofA. 
Neither of the examples above contains reflexive ideals for the trivial 
reason that they contain no rank 1 prime ideal. We now construct an 
example which does contain rank 1 prime ideals. 
4.3. LEMMA. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain which is a maximal 
order. Suppose that R has no reflexive ideals other than R. Then the ring of 
2 x 2 upper triangular matrices over R is a maximal order in an Artinian 
ring. 
Proof. The quotient ring of [c g ] is [t ,” ] where D is the quotient 
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division ring of R. Note that since R has no reflexive ideal other than R, 
there is no left (right) R-ideal of R strictly containing R. (I is a Zeji R-ideal if 
I is an R -R bimodule containing a regular element and Ic G R for some c 
regular in R.) If [ “0 g ] were not maximal by [R, Theorem 4.31 there would 
exist an order S + [t i ] such that Sa c [ { ,” ] where a is a regular element 
of [ “0 i 1. Now S has form [ i ,& ] where T, L, M are R -R bimodules of Q 
containing R and T2 G T, TL + LM g L and M2 E M. Also a = [ g 2 ] 
where c, e are non-zero elements of R. Since [ i i] [ i t] E [ “, E ] we have 
Tc E R, Td + Le c R and Me 5 R. As R is a maximal order, T = R, M = R 
and therefore also L = R. This is a contradiction and so 
is a maximal order in 
D D [ 1 0 D’ I 
4.4. There exists an indecomposable Noetherian maximal order in 
an Artinian ring which is neither prime nor Artinian and which has rank 1 
prime ideals none of which are reflexive or localisable. 
Let B be the Noetherian integral domain constructed in [BHM, 
Example 7.21, chosen so that the global dimension of B is greater than 1. B 
is a local ring whose Jacobson radical J is the unique rank 1 prime of B. The 
ring B is constructed as a localisation at a particular prime ideal of a group 
ring kG of a poly-(infinite cyclic) group G. To show that kG is a maximal 
order one uses [MR, Corollaire 2.6, p. 951 and notes that kG is produced by 
a succession of twisted polynomial ring construction as given, e.g., in [GM2, 
Ex. 41. Thus B is a maximal order. Clearly J* = R or else by ]HL, 
Proposition 1.31 B would be a hereditary ring. Thus B has no reflexive ideal 
other than B itself. We note here that the ring B answers question 8 in ]MR, 
p. 1811. By Lemma 4.3 the ring 
has the desired properties. 1 
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